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This is the last issue of our newsletter. You can find here an article about LMS platform - the main result of the
project. Moreover you can read about the final conference which took place in December 2013 in Rzeszów
(Poland).
 LMS platform
 Conference in Poland

 GIVE project on the social media
channels

LMS platform
The GIVE LMS platform is a comprehensive
source of up to date information about Web 2.0
services that may be used by VET professionals
working with young people. The platform is
available at lms.give-project.eu in five
languages.

To access the tools and resources portal, you
have to log-in. To do this you can use Facebook
button, to log in using your Facebook account.
The learning material is organised in four
modules:
 Training Module - which will equip you with
necessary ICT skills to feel comfortable in
the digital world

 Sensitisation Module - which will provide
you with quick start guides on six Web 2.0
services and will show you how practical they
can be
 Practice Module - which will serve as
a management and support tool for your
Web 2.0 journey
 Evaluation Module - which will help us
improve and make a change in how ICT is
perceived by different professions
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Conference in Poland

 Main result - LMS platform;
 Results of testing in Poland.

The GIVE project is coming to an end. Currently, the
project team concludes its work by evaluating the
achievement of the objectives and planning how to
use the results in the best way.
A unique opportunity to get acquainted with the idea
of our project and the main achievements of two
years’ of work of the whole partnership was given at
the dissemination conference, held on 17th
December 2013 in Rzeszów at Ambasadorski Hotel.
We would like to highlight this event to those who
didn't have the opportunity to participate. Here, we
present some of the most important information and
photos from the conference (more photos at
give-project.eu).

Participants could ask about details of the project
and realities of international cooperation. The
added value for participants was presence of
partner organizations’ representatives (Bulgaria,
Spain, Italy and United Kingdom).

GIVE project on the SOCIAL MEDIA
channels
To follow up project activities and network with VET
professionals, visit:
http://www. give-project.eu
http://give-project.eu/facebook
http://give-project.eu/linkedin
The conference was addressed primarily to
professional counselors, vocational teachers,
secondary school teachers of entrepreneurship and
young people coming from rural areas. The official
organizer of the conference was one of the Polish
partners, BD Center from Rzeszow. Over 60 people
gathered in the conference room and listened to the
presentation, which included:

http://vimeo.com/giveproject

 The idea of the project and its aims;
 Results of research conducted in five countries;
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